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Spin-transfer switching with short current pulses has been studied in spin-valve nanopillars with perpendicularly magnetized free and reference layers. Magnetization switching with current pulses as short as 300 ps is demonstrated. The pulse amplitude needed to reverse the magnetization is shown to be inversely proportional to the pulse duration, consistent with a macrospin spin-transfer model. However, the pulse amplitude duration switching boundary depends on the applied field much more strongly than predicted by the zero temperature macrospin model. The results also demonstrate that there is an optimal pulse length that minimizes the energy required to reverse the magnetization. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3284515]

Spin-transfer devices hold great promise for achieving fast and high density nonvolatile magnetic random-access memory (ST-MRAM).1 There has been an intense effort world-wide to reduce the switching current and the switching time, while maintaining thermally stable nanometer scale magnetic elements.2–6 Devices with perpendicular anisotropy show great promise in this respect, since the high anisotropy may lead to stable elements at room temperature, even at sub 10 nm lateral sizes. In addition, the spin-transfer figure of merit, the ratio of the threshold current for switching to the energy barrier to thermal reversal, has been shown to be small in all-perpendicularly magnetized spin-valve nanopillars,7 as expected based on theoretical models.8 Recently switching currents on the order of 100 μA have been observed in quasistatic studies of 50 nm diameter nanopillars at room temperature.7

A key issue for memory applications is the possibility of fast, energy-efficient switching under short current pulses. Several groups have reported magnetization dynamics on short time scales in nanopillars with in-plane magnetized elements.9–13 Short-time switching has not been studied thus far in perpendicularly magnetized layers. However, results have been reported for devices with an in-plane free layer and a perpendicular polarizer.14–16

In this letter, we present studies of ultrafast spin-transfer switching in all-perpendicularly magnetized spin-valve nanopillars. We measure the probability of switching for short (100 ps–10 ns) current pulses as a function of pulse amplitude and duration. We also examine how the amplitude-duration boundaries depend on the applied perpendicular magnetic field and find a simple relation between the pulse amplitude and duration.

Our experiments were conducted on multilayer spin-valves fashioned into nanopillars that contain two magnetic layers, a reference and a free layer, both with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, separated by a thin Cu spacer layer. The free layer is a Co/Ni multilayer while the reference layer is designed to have higher magnetic anisotropy and coercivity than the free layer. It consists of a composite of Co/Pt and Co/Ni multilayers. The layer stack is Ta(5)/Cu(30)/Pt(3) × [Co(0.25)/Pt(0.52)] × 4/[Co(0.25)/[Ni(0.6)/Co(0.1)] × 2 / Cu(4) / [Co(0.1)/Ni(0.6)] × 2 / Co(0.2)/Pt(3)/Cu(20)/Ta(5) (layer thickness in nanometer), similar to samples used in Ref. 7. The samples were patterned combining e-beam and optical lithography. The sample sizes studied were 50 × 50, 100 × 100, and 100 × 150 nm². In total 19 samples were studied. The field was always applied perpendicular to the film plane, i.e., along the easy anisotropy axis. Before starting an experiment the reference layer was saturated with a perpendicular field of about 0.5 T. During pulse injection the applied fields do not exceed 200 mT, and do not affect the magnetic state of the reference layer. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

The samples have two pairs of contacts to the top and bottom electrode. On both contact pairs bias tees were used to split the high and low frequency circuits. The first contact pair was connected to a pulse generator and the second pair to an oscilloscope to record the transmitted waveform. Through the dc port of the bias tee, a low frequency current of 300 μA was injected into the sample to measure the ac resistance using a standard lock-in technique. While measuring the ac resistance the sample could be subjected both to short time pulses as well as to dc currents. A conventional current flowing from the bottom to the top layer is defined as positive.

By measuring the resistance for all possible contact configurations, an equivalent circuit model was generated that allows relating the pulse amplitude to the current through the spin valve. Replacing the pulse generator with a microwave source and measuring the amplitude of the transmitted signal with the oscilloscope, we find that the measured transmission parameters agree with the circuit model with a few percent accuracy.

---
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To determine the behavior of the sample in the quasistatic case, the dc current was swept for a series of fixed fields. To determine the dynamic behavior of the samples, pulses between 100 ps and 10 ns duration and amplitudes of up to 2 V were injected while maintaining a constant external magnetic field. After each pulse injection the ac resistance was measured to determine whether a switching event had occurred. Each pulse injection was repeated 100 to 10,000 times to obtain the switching probability.

Figure 1(a) shows the switching phase diagram of a typical 100×100 nm² nanopillar. The color in this diagram is the resistance obtained during the down sweep subtracted from the one from the up sweep. This type of phase diagram illustrates the bistable region for which both parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) magnetization configurations coexist. Figure 1(b) shows a zero field current sweep across the hysteretic region. The critical current to switch from P to AP is 6.8 mA and from AP to P is 3.2 mA, and the magnetoresistance 0.3%. We note that for these quasistatic measurements we expect lower switching fields and switching currents than for short pulses due to the longer time available for thermally assisted reversal. From the width of the AP region obtained for a field sweep at zero current we can determine the switching field to be 95 mT. We note that the field-swept hysteresis loop is not centered at zero field. This is associated with dipolar interactions between the reference and free layers. The loop shift is 16 mT.

For the following analysis we will focus on the AP to P transition. The P to AP transition has been shown to give similar results. The switching probability as a function of pulse duration and amplitude is shown in Fig. 2(a). For low current durations/amplitudes the switching probability is zero (blue), whereas for longer durations/amplitudes the switching probability reaches one (red). The black curve depicts a switching probability of 50% and defines the boundary between the P and AP states. Magnetization switching for pulse durations down to 300 ps is observed. We now describe the behavior in the framework of a zero temperature macrospin model. Starting from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with spin torque, Sun⁸ linearized the equations around the initial angle to determine the limits of the stability in the small cone angle limit. Sun then equated the onset of instability with the occurrence of a switching event, obtaining both the critical current as well as the switching time. The predicted zero temperature critical current for AP-P ($I_{c0}$) and P-AP switching ($I_{c0}$) has the following form:

$$I_{c0} = \frac{\alpha}{p g_z} \frac{2e}{\hbar} (M_z \mu_0 (H_z + H_K)),$$

where $\alpha$ is the damping and $p$ is the spin-polarization of the current. $g(\theta)$ describes the angular variation in the spin torque, for AP to P switching $g_z = g(\pi)$ and correspondingly $g_z = g(0)$ for P to AP switching. Alternatively to the linearization, the full LLG equation can be integrated up to the time when the critical angle is reached, equating this time with the switching time. Both the linearization in the small cone angle limit as well as the full solution of the LLG equation lead to a switching time of the following form:

$$\frac{1}{\tau} = A (1 - I/I_{c0}).$$

The parameter $A$, which we denote the dynamic parameter, governs the switching rate. Plotting the 50% switching probability boundary of Fig. 2(a) after a change of coordinates, we see that the boundary is indeed linear, Fig. 2(b). From the slopes and the intercepts of the 50% boundaries for different applied magnetic fields the dynamic parameter $A$, as well as the extrapolated critical currents were obtained, shown in Fig. 3. The critical current varies linearly with the applied external field, as is expected from the macrospin model. The zero temperature/zero field critical current extrapolated from Fig. 2(b) has a value of 6.6 mA. This value is twice as high as the room temperature critical current determined for longer timescales [Fig. 1(b)], 3.2 mA. Indeed, when the pulse duration is short enough, the magnetization dynamics enter a “dynamic regime” for which thermal fluctuations do not perturb the switching trajectory but only set the initial magnetization configuration.

Figure 3 shows the dynamic parameter $A$ and the critical current determined from the curves in Fig. 2(b). Green disks correspond to the measured dynamic parameters, while red triangles correspond to the measured switching currents. The curves are computed from the macrospin model. From the corresponding equations we can extract the coercive field $\mu_0 H_K = 245$ mT, the damping $\alpha = 0.011$, the spin polarization $P = 0.015$ and $\theta_0 = 1.36$ rad, the initial angle of the macrospin with respect to the $z$ axis. The ratio $\alpha/P = 0.77$ and $\mu_0 H_K$ are close to the values determined from the quasistatic measurements, but the initial angle is unphysically large and the spin polarization is unphysically small. For an initial angle of $\theta_0 = 0.05$ rad, determined from a Boltzmann distribution, the field dependence of A (dashed line) cannot explain the strong
variation with field of the measured $A$. The predicted reversal rate $A$ depends strongly on the initial angle. For an assumed initial angle of $\theta_0=1.36$ rad the macrospin model predicts a rate 30 times larger than the experimentally determined value, for $\theta_0=0.05$ rad the predicted rate is lower than the experimentally obtained value by a factor of 10.

The macrospin model predicts a zero temperature energy barrier to reversal proportional to the coercive field

$$U_K = M_S V \mu_0 H_K / 2.$$  

From the coercive field $\mu_0 H_K=245$ mT, determined using Eq. (1), we obtain a zero temperature energy barrier of 8.7 eV or 338 kT. The spin-transfer figure of merit therefore has a value of 19 $\mu$A/kT. Using the zero temperature coercive field and the energy barrier, we can estimate the room temperature coercive field assuming the magnetization relaxation rate obeys an Arrhenius law. We find a room temperature coercive field of 180 mT, about two times larger than the measured value.

From the relationship between pulse duration and current given in Eq. (2) we can determine the energy requirement for switching as a function of the pulse duration, $E \propto t^2$. For short times the energy increases with $1/t$, while for long pulse durations the energy is proportional to $t$, with an optimum at $1/(A I_{0}) = 770$ ps for $\mu_0 H = 0$ and $I_{0} = 6.6$ mA. Experimentally, we find an optimal pulse duration of 660 ps, requiring $E=0.9$ pJ, five times less than for a pulse of 10 ns duration. Applying higher amplitudes the switching probability at 660 ps is 100%. These results show reliable sub-nsec pulse switching with low energy consumption in all perpendicular devices, making them promising candidates for ST-MRAM.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated ultrafast switching in an all-perpendicular spin valve with high efficiency. We have analyzed the behavior in the framework of the single domain model and find a general agreement. The amplitude needed for switching is proportional to $1/t$, as predicted by the macrospin model. We find a linear dependence of the critical current and dynamic parameter on the applied easy-axis field as expected for the case of a uniaxial anisotropy. Even though the switching process follows the predicted scaling law, the macrospin model does not account for the material parameters. The model cannot explain the strong damping and predicts a very low spin polarization and an initial angle which is far too large. Possible explanations are that the reversal process occurs by domain wall nucleation or propagation and that there is additional dissipation associated with the excitation of spin-waves.
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